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INDEX. 
Accession to convention , 143, 148. 
Acquiescence (see Neutral States, acquiescence). 
Acquisition of territory (see Annexation, Territory). 
Act of war (see Hostile act, Territory). 
Adhesion to declaration, 89. 
Adriatic Sea: 
blockade of, 17 4. 
Italian demands in respect to, 166. 
mined area, 97. 
JEgean Sea: 
blockade of, 93, 136. 
mined area, 69. 
Aerial domain, in Panama Canal Zone, 245. 
See also Aircraft. 
Aeroplane (see Aircraft). 
Africa, war zone on west coast of, 115. 
See · also Camet·oons, Central Africa, Congo, Cyrenaica, 'Egypt, Lybia, 
Morocco, Tripoli, Ubangi. 
Aircraft: 
alien enemy not to possess, 228. 
attacks by, without warning, 154. 
forbidden to approach merchant vessel, 154. 
forbidden in Panama Canal Zone, 245. 
require permit in neutral territory, 192. 
Aland Islands, 2}-0. 
Albania: 
blockade of, 173, 174. 
blockade of protested, 173. 
Italian demands in reference to, 166. 
neutrality of recognized, 173. 
use of as base of operations, 173. 
Alexander, King of Greece, 161. 
Alien enemies : 
detention of, 229, 232.· 
internment of, 212. 
liability of, violating regulations, 229, 232. 
not to approach military area, 228. 
not to· commit hostile act, 228. 
not to depart without permit, 228, 232. 
not to enter United States, 229, 232. 
not to have aircraft,• 228. 
not to have firearms, 228. 
not to have radio or signaling apparatus, 228. 
not to publish seditious article, 228. 
not to reside ii). prohibited area, 228. 
permitted to reside, 226, 227, 231. 
removal of, authorized, 226, 228, 232. 
required to register, 229. 
subject to summary arrest, 229. 
to preserve peace, 227, 231. 




Denmark, law relating to superv1s1on of, 80. 
property and rights to be protected, 61. 
violation of rights of, 170. 
See also Alien enemies, persons. 
Alliance: 
Arabia-Entente powers, 21. 
Greece-Serbia, obligations of, 159. 
Italy-Austria, 163. 
Japan-Great Britain, 175, 176, 177. 
Portuga(England, 200. 
united States-Panama, 196. 
See also D~cla1~ations of war, Entente, Triple allianee. 
Allied yessel (see Vessel, allied). 
Allies (see Entente) . 
American continent, solidarity of, GO, 65, 198, 249 . 
. American nations: 
cooperation of recom:mended, 59, 198. 
duty to support United States, 77. 
relations of, 197. 
not to be treated as belligerents, 249. 
common interests of, 251. 
A1nphion, British vessel sunk by mine, 120. 
~~nchorage, permits necessary, 188. 
Annex_ation of territory, 113, 119. 
Appraisal of vessel (see Requisition, Sale). 
Approach, right· of (see Submarine vessels, Aircraft). 
Arabia: 
attitude toward Turkey, ~17. 
attitude toward Moslem community, ·18. 
proclamations of independence, 17, 20. 
relations with Great Britain, 21, 220. 
See a,lso Asir, Bagdad, Hedjaz, Keweyt, Mesca, .Nejd. 
Arbitration, proposed by Serbia, 49. 
See also Pacific Settlement, Hague, International Tribunal of. 
Arctic Ocean, wat zone in, 115. 
Areas, prohibited, 190, 228; 
See also Blockade, Defensive sea areas, Military areas, Mined areas, 
Territorial waters, Territory, War ports, War· zones. 
At·gentine Republic : 
attitude toward war, 37. 
coaling of vessels, 25, 36. 
dismissal or German minister, 37, -38. 
internment, 30, 31. 
neutrality declaration, 32. 
radio telegraphy, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 33, 34, 36. 
sojourn, 22, 23, 29. 
telegraphy, 24. 
transfer of flag, 30. 
Armament, definition of, 154. 
See also Armed merchant vessel. 
Armed fleet (see Fleet, military; Vessels). 
Armed forces : 
employment of authorized, 77, 178. 
not to be landed in Panama Canal Zone, 244. 
recourse to, 49, 50. 
supply of by Germany to Austria, 172. 
Armed _merchant Vf'Rsels : 
assistance by, 154. 
Index. 
defensive character, 23, 153, 155. 
evidenc~s of character, 24. 
German interpretation of inst1·uctions on, 155. 
Great Britain, instruction:;; for conduct of, 153. 
Great Britain, policy in reference to, 155. 
not to changr RtatuR at sea, 154. 
not to obstruct passage of other vessels, 153. 
not to use armR in neutral waters, 23. 
sm;pected, precautions in reference to, 23, 24. 
to attack hostile submarines, 154, 155. 
United States, notification of use of, 225. 
use of disguises by, forbidden, 154, 155. 
Arming vessels in neutral territory (see Base of operations, r f~JTil nr i al 
waters). 
Arms and munitions: 
alien enemy not to possess, 228. 
illicit traffic in, 40. 
supply of by Germany to Austria , 171. 
Asia; Eastern (see Far East). 
Asia l\linor, blockade of, 92,- 136. 
Asir, Arabia, 21. 
Aspri Ruga, 174. 
Asylum in neutral waters: 
to belligerent war vessels-
in Panama Canal Zone, 245. 
" lack Of fuel and provisions," 62, 186, 218. 
" necessary repairs," 185, 217, 218, 245. 
"stress of weather," 62, 185, 186, 194, 195, 215, 217, 218. 
"unseaworthiness," 62, 70, 186, 218. 
to belligerent merchant vessels-
discharge of merchandise, 62. 
to prizes, 62, 186, 218. 
to submarine vessels, 194, 215. 
See also Base of Operations; Prizes, Sojourn. 
Atrocities, in Arabia, 18, 19. 
See also Submarine warfare. 
Austria-Hungary : 
attitude toward submarine warfare, 72, 75. 
blockade of coast, 172, 173. 
blockade declaration by, 53. 
concessions to Italy, 166. 
cooperation with Germany, 87. 
declares China's declaration of war unconstitutional, 7 4. 
declaration of war, 15, 49, 50, 51, 104, 183. 
destruction of, alleged Entente war aim, 111. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 16, 49, 51, 52. 
hostilities authorized by, 51. 
mining of Adria tic Sea by, 97. 
policy of, in Balkans, 165, 204. 
policy of, with respect to Italy, 167, 168. 
protest against blockade, 172, 173. 
rejection of Italian demands, 167. 
responsible for war, 117, 164. 
threat to attack Italy in 1911, 168. 
to respect Hague C'Onventions and Declaration of London, 50. 
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Austria-Hungary-Continued. 
tr.eaties with China abrogated, 75. 
ultimatum to Serbia, 38. 
reply to, 42, 210. 
declared in violation of treaty, 164. 
violation of Triple Alliance, 163. 
See a.Zso Declarations of war; Diplomatic r elations, breaking of ; 
Triple Alliance. 
Automatic mines (see Mines). 
Auxiliary vessels (see Base of operations, Vessels ). 
A via tors, hostile acts by, 103. 
See also Aerial domain, Aircraft. 
Azores , war zone around, 115. 
Bagdad, proclamation of, 20. 
Balance of power: 
in Balkans, 68, 69, 165, 204. 
Enropean, 206. 
balance of po\ver in, 68, 69, 165. 
Italian interests in, 165. 
Roumanian policy in, 204. 
Triple alliance treaty on, 165. 
Balkan Wars (1912-13), 67, 204, 220. 
Balloons (see Aircraft). 
Base of Operations : 
arming belligerent vessels in neutral territory forbidden, 22, 79, 185, 
186. 
augmenting crew of belligerent war vessel in neutral territory, for-
bidQ.en, 185. 
departure of vessel intended to cruise, from neutral territory, for-
bidden, 186. 
establishment of coaling station in neutral territory forbidden, 30, 
186, 218. 
for intrigue, 76. 
for submarine vessels, 99. 
in Albania, 173. 
in Greece, 161. 
in Portuguese territory, 104. 
relation of, to coaling, 26. 
repair of belligerent war vessel in neutral territory, forbidden without 
authorization, 79, 185. 
use of neutral territory as, forbidden, 79, 186, 218. 
See~ aZso, Asylum; Coaling; Hague conventions, 1907, XIII; Provi-
sioning; Radiotelegraphy; Sojourn; Territory; Transmission of 
intelligence. 
Battleships (see Fleet, military; Vessels, war). 
Beirut, closed port, 217. 
Belgian Congo (see Congo). 
Belgium: 
annexation of, by Germany, 11ot intended, 113. 
appeal to Great Britain for intervention, 116. 
departure of minister from Luxemburg, 57. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 54, 59. 
rnternational obligations of, 53, 58. 
national honor of, 54. 
n·~utrality of-
guarantee by powers, 54. 
protests against violation, 53, 54, 55. 
resolution to resist violation, 54, 55. 
violation by France, alle.ged, 53, 101, 103. 
violation by Germany, 53, 116. 




passage of territory demanded by Germany, 102. 
reply to Austrian declaration of war, 58. 
ultimatum to, by Germany, 'SG, 102. 
See, also, neutrality proclamations, neutralization. 
Belligerent nationality, persons of (see Ar1ned forces, Internment, Per-
sons). 
Belligerent" state: 
American nation not to be treated as, 249. 
business house of, not to trade in neutral territory, 180. 
incitement against, in neutral territory, forbidden, 84. 
interests of, in enemy countr.v (see Diplomatic officer, neutral). 
trade with, by neutrals, forbidd<.'n (see Commercial restrictions). 
See, also, Declarations of war; Neutrality proclamations. 
Belligerent vessels in neutral waters (see Asylum, Base of Operations, 
Coaling, Provisioning, Sojourn, '_ferritorial Waters). 
Belligerent warship. (See Vessels, war.) 
Belligerents, rights of. (See Blockade, Capture, Contraband, Unneutral 
Service, Visit and Search, War.) 
Benevolent neutrality (see also Neutrality), 198. 
Berlin, General act of (1885) (see also Treaties), 56. 
Treaty of (1878) (see aU3o Treaties), 38, 204. 
Bill of lading, ship's paper, 152. 
Blacklist: 
Great Britain, act relating to, 158. 
trading with firms on, forbidden, 158. 
Black Sea: 
mined area in, 69. 
Turkish navy forbidden in, 207. 
Blockade: 
days of grace, 91, 92, 93, 135, 136, 137, 173, 174, 177. 
effective, 53, 92, 93, 173. 
extension of, 92, 136. 
hunger, 115. 
liability for violation of, 151, 175. 
neutral coasts subject to, 168, 173. 
notification of, 91, 92, 93, 94, 135, 136, 173. 
permit to enter, 174. 
raising of, 92, 136, 177. 
restriction of. 91, 135, 173. 
regulations relating to, 175. 
war zone described as, 115. 
Blockade declarations: 
Austria-Hungary, of Montenegro (1914), 53. 
France, of Cameroons (1915) ,· 91. 
Asia Minor (1915), 92. 
Bulgaria ( 1915), 92. · 
· Cavalla (1916), 93. 
Greece (1916), 93. 
Germany (Retaliatory measures, 1915), 94. 
Macedonia (1916), 93. 
Germany. (See War zones.) 
Great Britain, of JEgean Sea (1916), 136. 
Asia Minor (1915), 136. 
Bulgaria ( 1915), 136. 
Cameroons (1915), 135. 
German East Africa (1915), 135. 
Germany (Retaliatory measures, 1915), 137, 138, 141, 142. 
43760-18--17 
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Blockade declarations-Con tinned. 
Italy, of Adriatic Sea (1915), 174. 
Albania (1915), 173. 
Austria-Hungary (1915), 172. 
Japan, of Kiao Chou (1914), 177. 
See also Commercial restrictions, War zones. 
Bolivia: 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 60, 198. 
German subjects and property to be protected in, ()1. 
neutrality, presidential message.. relating to, 59. 
policy of American cooperation proposed, 60. 
Bombardment of undefended towns, 181, 207. 
Bombs: 
alien enemy not to possess, 228. 
use of by a via tors, 103. 
Bosnia, 38, 41, 42. 
Boundaries, strategical,· Italian demands of, 166. 
Brazil: 
declaration of war, 15, 65. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 64, 198. 
discharge of merchandise, 62. 
neutrality, decree of, 61. 
neutrality, regulations of, 62. 
neutrality, r~ypcation of, 64. 
taking over of national vessels, 63. 
Breaking (liplomatic relations (see Diplomatic relations, breaking of). 
Breslau, Turkish vessel, 119. 
Broberg, Danish vessel destroyed by mine, 121. 
Bucharest, peace of (1913), 67, 69. 
Bulgaria: 
blockade of, 92, 136. 
declarations of war, 15, 66, 67. 
hereditary enemy of Greece, 160. 
hostilities commenced by, 66. 
mining of coast, 69. 
neutrality declaration, 66. 
perfidy of, 159, 208. 
policy of, 209. 
subservient to Germany, 208. 
See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking of. 
Hullets (see Arms and munitions; Warfare, means of). 
Bunkers, coal (see Coaling). 
Business, carrying on, in enemy territory (see Blacklist, Commercial re· 
strictions). 
Cabo Corrientes, Argentine vessel, suspectea of unneutral service, 27. 
Cables, interruption of, by Portugal, 105. 
See also Telegraphy; Transmission on intelligence. 
Canal (see Panama Canal; Suez Canal). 
Cameroon~: 
blockade of, 91, 92, 135, 136. 
defense against, 56. 
Cape Verde Islands, war zone around, 115. 
Captor
1 
responsibility of, 137. 
Capture: 
forbidden in neutral waters, 218. 
liability of vessel to, 140, 143, 175. 
proc0dure after, 150. 
1~eport of, to be made, 151. 
use of ruse to escape, 154. 
S ee ctlso Captor; Destruction; Joint captor; Persons; Prize; Terri-
torial waters; Vessels; Visit and search. 
Index. 
Cargo: 
evi<lencfls of character, 152. 
jurisdiction of, on national vessels, 146. 
liability of, on blockade runners. 17G . 
.see also Contraband; Enemy goods; Neutral goods; Requisition . 
Cavalla: 
blockade of, 93. 
German guaranty in reference to, 161. 
c('nsorship (see Opinion; Transmission of jntelligencc). 
Cc·ntral Africa, elimination of from area of war, 56. 
C(·ntral Powers (see Triple Alliance). 
Cession of' territory (see Annexation; rrerritory). 
Charter Party, ships' papers, 152. 
Chief of State, vessel carrying exempt, 188. 
Chile : Bojourn of vessels, 69. 
China: 
attitude toward peace, 72. 
constitutionality of declaration of war, 74, 76. 
declarations of war, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 70, 71. 
<lisorder in, 73, 76. 
Kiau Chau, to be restored to, 176. 
protest against German war zone, 71. 
to resp~ct Hague' Conventions and international law, 71, 72~ 
treaties with enemy powers abrogated, 74, 75. 
Cipher- (see Alien Enemy, Transmission of intelligence). 
Citizens (see Persons). 
Civilization, 54, 56, 167. 
Clearance of Vessels (see Base of Operation:::;, yessels). 
Coal, scarcity of, due to war, 36. 
Coaling vessels in neutral port : 
Argentine Republic, general orders relating to, 25, 36 . 
..Merchant vessels-
forbidden if intended for belligerent war vessel, 30. 
"first stopping place," 37. 
Merchant vessels of belligerent nationality-
" full bunkers," 26. 
Prizes, 218. 
·war vessels of belligerent nationality-
declaration to be made of amount on board, 244. 
forbidden without authorization, 79, 104, 217. 
"full bunkers," 185. 
in Panama Canal Zone, 244. , 
neutral obligations in reference to, 26. 
thr:ee months· rriie; 185. 
relation to base of operations, 26. 
Ree also Base of Operations, Provisioning. 
25U 
Coaling station in neutral territory forbidden, 30, 186, 218 (see also Base-
of Operations). 
Codes (see Transmission of intelligence). 
Colon, Panama, 245. 
Colonies, defense of. justifies war, 170. 
Colors (see Flag, False flag). 
Combatants (see Armed forces, Persons, Prisoners of war). 
Commander of belligerent war vessel, obligations of (see Asylum, Captur(!, 
Coaling, Prizes, Provisioning, Sojourn, Vessels, Visit, and Search). 
Commercial courts, to act as prize courts, 201. 
Commercial relations, breaking of, 250. 
CommE•rce, liberty of, 78. 
,'-'ec al.•w Fre~dom pf the seas. 
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Commer cia l restrictions : 
by belligerent-
France. decree relating to trade with enemy territory, 94. 
Great Britain, orders in council relating to trade with enemy 
territory, 138, l-41, 142. 
international law violated by, 108, 112, 114, 223. 
joint declaration of policy, France and Great Britain, 137. 
td ee also Blacklist, Blockade, Contraband, Freedom of the 
8eas, Mines areas, Navigation, Retaliatory measures, 
Trading with the enemy, War zones. 
by neutrals-
Denmark, law relating to declaration of commercial trans-
actions, 82. 
law relating to impartiality in commercial regulations, 8-:!. 
Dominican Republic, decree relating to declaration of commercial 
voyages, 85, 86. · 
Liberia, proclamation prohibiting trade with belligerents, 179. 
See also Mines areas, Navigation, Sojourn, Territory, Trans-
mission of intelligence. 
Communication, means of (see Radiotelegraphy, Signals, Telegraphy, Tele-
phone, 1;ransmission of intelligence). 
Compensation, measure of, in case of requisition, 157, 201. 
See also Damages, Indemnity. 
Condemnation : 
consequences of, 147. 
liability of vessel to, 140, 143. 
requisition of vessel prior to, .157. 
See also Prize courts. 
Confiscation : 
of goods, 138, 180. 
of vessel, 175, 219. 
See also Condemnation, Destructicm, Requisition. 
Congo: 
Belgian, neutrality of, 56. 
conventional basin of, 56, 118. 
hostilities in, 118. 
Conquest, spirit of, 204. 
Consuls: 
archives of, seized, 105. 
departure of, 52, 104, 207, 208, 209. 
display of flag by, in neutral territory, permitted, 83. 
exequaturs revoked, 90, 162, 181. 
France, decree relating to, 90. 
neutral in charge of foreign interests, 171. 
passports to, 71, 75. 
to declare voyage of na tiona! vessel, 85, 86. 
Continuous voyage : 
application to blockade, 95, 142. 
application to contraband, 108, 202. 
application to destination of goods, 95, 108, 139, 143, 202. 
application to origin of goods, 95, 140, 143. 
Contra band : 
definition of, 202. 
destination of, 145, 202. 
distinction of absolute and conditional abandoned, 108. 
extension of lists illegal, 108. 
liability of< vessel carrying, 151, 178, 203. 
liability of vessel on return voyage, 203. 
not effected by retaliatory decree, 96, 139. 
Index . 
Contraband-Continued. 
Portug-al, decree relating to, 202. 
vessels permitted in war zone, not to carry, 111. 
S ee also Arms and muni t ions, Continuou s ' 'oyage. 
Conver sations, Italy and Austria, 1G5. 
Conver sion : 
of armed merchant vessels not permitted a t sea, 154. 
of merchant vessels, 22 . . 
vessels capable of, 203. 
See also Hague conventions, 1907, VII. 
Convoy, 188. 
Cooperation : 
in defense of law, suggested by United States, 224 . 
in retaliatory measures by Entente powers, 139. 
of Americas, suggested, 77, 198, 249. 
of Panama with United States in war, 196, 197. 
to prevent war, suggested by Germany, 113. 
Cop rnhagen, compulsory pilotage in vicinity of, 80. 
Costa Rica : 
cleclaration of war, 77. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17. 
friendship for the United Statrs, 77. 
Cr ew of vessels (see Internment, Prizes, Officers, Persons) . 
Creeks, blockaded, 173. 
Criminal law (see Penal Code) . 
Criminal proceedings, national juri~diction in, 47. 
Cruisers (see Vessels, war). 
Cuba: 
declaration of wa~, 15, 77. 
diploma tic 1 elations, breaking of, 198. 
Customs regulations, 82, 186, 189, 218. 
Curzalari Archipelago, Italian demands in reference to, 166. 
Cypress, annexation of, by Great Britain, 119. 
Cyrenaica, Italian demands in reference to, 169. 
Dakar, war zone around, 115. 
Dalmatian coast, mining of, 97. 
Damages, claims for, 102, 158, 201, 219. 
See also Compensation, Indemnity. 
Damages to vessel, repair of (see A_sylum). 
Danish language, telegrams in, permitted, 191, 192. 
Dardanelles : 
blockade of, 92. 
closing of, 219. 
expedition, Greek cooperation in p1·oposed, 160. 
Days of .. grace : 
blockade (see Blockade). 
enemy vessels in port, 103. 
reciprocity required, 103. 
war zone (see War zone). 
Declaration of blockade (see Blockade declarations). 
Declaration of London (1909) : 
Austria-Hungary to act in accordance with, 50. 
declaratory of international law, 108. 
German attitude toward, 109. 
Great Britain, repudiation of, 108. 
provisions of, on blockade, 173. 
Declaration of neutrality (see Neutrality proclamations) . 
Declaration of Pari!'; (1856), violated by Great Britain, 108. 
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Declaration of war : 
acts by party declared againl;t, stated as justification for- . 
acts of aggre:'>sion, 103. 
acts of war, 226, 230. 
alliance with enemy, 119, 171, 172. 
coauthor of aggression by enemy, 88. 
cooperation with the enemy, 91. 
economic assistance to enemy, 171, 17·2. 
effort to humiliate national honer, 161. 
hostile acts, 66, 86, 87, 90, 105, 119, 170, 171, 212. 
hostile acts against ally. 50, 118, .161, 171. 
inhuman treatment of nationals, 51. 
insulting action, 105. 
invasion of territory, 161. 
jeopardizing of safety and existence, 101. 
military assistanC'e_ to enemy, 88, 116, 171, 172. 
military assistance to enemy of ally, 161. 
military cooperation with enemy, 51. · 
mobilization of forces, 100. 
policy of hostility, 220. 
provocative action, 65. 
rejection of ultimatum, 117, 177. 
subversive intrigues, 50. 
threat to territorial integrity, 50. 
threatening attitude, 51. 
unfriendy acts and hostilities, 68. 
unneutral behaviour, 105. 
violation of guarantees, 117, 161. 
violation of neutral rights, 161. 
violation of promise in reply to ultimatum, 170, 171. 
violation of treaties, 86, 105, 106, 117, 170, 171. 
war declaration against ally, 106, 118, 119. 
constitutional procedure, China, 7 ~. 76. 
effect of, on alien enemies, 226, 231. 
effect of, on treaties, 72, 74, 75, 22~. 
list of _in ·European war, 15. 
prlneiples stated as reason for-
common caus0 with democratic nations, 197. 
defens~ of colonies, 170, 171. 
defense of ideals of law, right, justice, and demo~racy, 77. 
defense of justice, 78. 
defense of welfaee of Islam, 220. 
defense of liberty of commerce, 78. 
defense of navigation of the seas, 78. 
defense of rights of neutrals, 178. 
fulfillment of national aspirations, 163. 
fulfillment of obligations under alliance, 177. 
maintenance of international law, 74, 77. 
prevent predominance of the world by Teutonic Powers, 197. 
protection of na tfonal lives and property, 7 4, 77. 
protection of national rights and interests, 49, 50, 78, 163. 
protection of Panama Canal, 196. 
providing for national security, 78. 
realization of national unity, 206. 
safeguard"'"{high interests of the state, 170, 171. 
safeguard national territory, 78, 196. 
safeguard nicial interests, 206. 
uphold sanctity of international rights, ·212. 
replies to, 58, 208. 
See also Hague Conventions, 1907, III; Hostilities; War. 
Index. 
Declarations of War : 
Austria-Hungary, against-
Belgium ( 1914), 15, 51. 
J.apan, lwstilitieH autborizNl (1!)14) , 15, 51. 
Montenegro, hostilities authoriz('d (l!H4) , 15, 18:{. 
Portugal (reportcll 1916), 104. 
Russia (1914), 15, 50. 
Serbia (1!)14), 1!3, 4!). 
Brazil against Germany (1917), 15, 65. 
Bulgaria against-
Roumania (1916), 67. 
Serbia (1915), 15, 66. 
China against-
Austria-Hungary (1917), 15, 74. 
Germany (1917), 15, 73. 
Costa Rica against Germany (1918), 77. 
Cuba against Germany (1917), 15, 77. 
France, against-
Austria-Hungary (~914), 15, 88, 118. 
Bulgaria (1915), 15, 91. 
Germany (1914), 15, 86. 
Turkey (1014), 15, 90. 
Germany, against-
Belgium (hostilities a uthorizell, 1914), 15, 10~ . 
France (1914), 15, 103. 
Portugal (1916), 15, 104. 
Roumania (1916), 15, 106. 
Russia (1914), 15, 100. 
Great Britai.ll, against-
Austria-Hungary (1914), 15, 117. 
Bulgaria (1915), 15, 119. 
Germany (1914), 15, 115. 
Turkey (1914), 15, 119. 
Greece, against-
Bulgaria (1916), 15, 159, 161. 
Germany (1916), 16, 159, 161. · 
Guatemala, against Germany (1918), 162. 
Italy, against- -
Austria-Hungary (1915), 16, 163. 
Bulgaria ( 1915), 16, 171. 
Germany (1916), 16, 171. 
Turkey ( 1915), 16, 169. 
Japan, against Germany (1914), 16, 176. 
Liberia, against Germany (1917), 16, 180. 
Montenegro, against-
Austria-Hungary (1914), 16, 182. 
Germany (1914), 16, 183. 
Nicaragua, against Germany (1918), 77. 
Panama, against-
Austria-Hungary (1917), 16, 196. 
Germany (1917), 16, 196 .. 
Portugal, against Germany · (intervention authorized, 1914) , 16, 199. 
Roumania, against Austria-Hungary (1916), 16, 203. 
Russia, against-
Bulgaria (1915), 16, 209. 
Turkey (1914), 16, 208. 
Sanmarine, against Austria-Hungary (1915), 16, 163. 
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Declarations of 'Var-Continued. 
Serbia, against-
Bulgaria (1915), 16, 212. 
Germany (1914), 16, 211. 
Turkey (1914), 16, 221. 
Siam, against-
Austria-Hungary (1917), 16, 212. 
Germany (1917), 16, 212. 
Turkey, against-
Allies (1914), 16, 219. 
Roumania (1916), 16, 222. 
United States, against-
Austria-Hungary (1917), 16, 230. 
Germany (1917), 16, 225. 
De facto power in Greece, 161. 
De facto situation, 172, 204, 205. 
Defense (see Self-defense). 
merchant vessels armed for (see Armed merchant vessels). 
Defense of the realm, 189, 192. 
Defense secrets, Norway, resolution relating to, 192. 
Defensive sea areas: 
entrances of, 238, 241, 242. 
fisheries in, 238, 242. 
navigation in, 237. 
Panama Canal Zone, 241. 
penalty for violation of regulations, 238, 242. 
pilotage in, 238, 242. 
responsibility for uamage in, 238, 242. 
United Sta~es-:-
Executive orders establishing, 233, 240, 241. 
Regulations for, 237. 
vessels to fly national flag in, 237, 242. 
Bee also Blockade, Commercial restrictions, Military areas, Mined 
areas, War zones. 
De Jure situation, 172, 204. 
Dell Armi, Cape, 17 4. 
Democracy, defense of, by United States, 77. 
Democratic nations, 197. 
Denmark: 
aliens, supervision of, 80. 
flag, use of false, 83. 
neutrality proclamation, 78. 
neutrality, penalties for violation of, 82. 
pilotage, compulsory, 80. 
territory, protection of, 79, 80. 
vessels, false declaration of destination, ,82, 85.-
vessels, regulation· of, 83. 
vessels, sale of, 84. 
vessels, service on belligerent, 82. 
waters excluded from mined area, 133, 134. 
Departure of vessels (see Territorial waters). 
Deportation, for offenses against neutrality, 80. 
Destination : 
enemy (see Enemy destination). 
false (see False destination). 
port of, to be declared, 29, 85, 86. 
ultimate (see Continuous voyage,. Contraband). 
Destruction : 
of merchant vessels-
by mines, 126. 
Index. 
by submarine vessels, G1, f4, 70, 73, 161, 223. 
in war zone, 72, 107, 112, 223. 
without warning, 64, 181. 
of prizes, 137. 
of religious edifices, 19. 
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See also Persons, noncombatant; Submarine warfare; W a rfarP, 
means of; War zones. 
Detention: 
of vessels trading with enemy territory, 95, 139, 143. 
of officers and crew of vessels (see Internment). 
Diplomatic correspondence, abuse of, 38. · 
Diplomatic dispatches, may be sent in cipher, 29. 
See also Transmission of intelligence. 
Diplomatic officer: 
departure of requested, 57. 
See also Diplomatic relations, breaking of; Passports. 
d~smissal of, 37, 38. 
display of flag in neutral territory permitted, 83. 
guarantees "'Of safety, 212, 250. 
neutral, in charge of belligerent interests, 51, 52, 59, 88, 101 , 119. 
171, 207, 209, 211, 229. 
See also Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United States. 
persona non grata~ 38. 
Status of after declaration of war, 7 4. 
Diplomatic relations, breaking of: 
Austria and-
Japan (1914), 16, 51. 
Portugal (1916), 16. 
Serbia (1914), 16, 49. 
United States (1917), 16, 52. 
Belgium and-
Germany (1914), 54, 59. 
a'urkey (1914), 59. 
Bolivia and Germany (1917), 17, 60, 198. 
Brazil and Germany (1917), 17, 64, 198. 
China and Germany (1917), 17, 71. 
Costa Rica and Germany (1917), 17. 
Cuba and Germany (1917), 198. 
Ecuador and Germany (1917), 17. 
Egypt and Germany (1914), :17. 
Frai;J.ce and Austria-Hungary (1914), 17, 87. 
Germany and Japan (1914), 104. 
Great Britain and Bulgaria (1915), 119. 
Greece and-
Austria-Hungary (1917), 17, 161. 
Turkey (1917), 17. 
Guatemala and Germany (1917), 17, 162. 
Hajti and Germany (1917), 17. 
Honduras and Germany (1917), 17. 
Liberia and Germany (1917), 180. 
:\Iontenegro and Germany (1914), 183. 
Xicaragua and Germany (1917), 17. 
Panama and Germany (1917), 198. 
Peru and Germany (1917), 17, 198. 
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Diplomatic relations , break of- ContinuPd . 
Russia and-
Bulgaria (1915), 209. 
Turkey (1914), 207. 
Serbia and-
Bulgaria (1915), 211. 
Germany (1914), 211. 
Turkey and United States (1917), 11 . 
United States and-
Germany (1917), 17, 222. 
Turkey (1917), 229. 
Uruguay and Germany (1917), 17, 1 H>-5, ~GO . 
Diploma tic Relations : 
acts stated as justification for breaking -
alliance with the enemy, 211. 
hostile acts against al~y, 52, 162, 211, 2~U ­
inadequate reply to demands, 49. 
military assistance to enemy, 87. 
violation of specific pledges, 224. 
breaking o~, does not imply war, 59. 
bre~king of, list during European war, 16. 
principles, states, as reasons for breaking-
further the cause of peace, 71. 
maintenance of international law, 70, 71. 
protest against submarine warfare, 64, 181, 199. 
protect lives and property of nations, 70, 181. 
SeB also Diploma tic officers, Passports. 
Disguise, use of, to escape capture, 154. 
Dismissal of minister (see Diplomatic officer, dismissal of) . 
Dispatches: 
diplomatic (see. Diplomatic dispatches). 
military, liability of vessel for carriage of, 151. 
See also Transmission of intelligence, Unneutral servi1 P. 
Disfress, assistance to vessel in, 154. 
See also Asylum. 
Dobrudsha, 69. 
Dodekonese, Italian demands in respect to, 166. 
Domain (see Aerial domain, Territorial waters, -Territory)_ 
Domicile, determines enemy character, 141, 142. 
See also Enemy character, Residence. 
Dominican Republic, clearance of merchant vessels, 85, 8(). 
Drama, Greece, German guarantee in reference to, 161. 
Economic conference of Paris (see Paris Economic ConferPIICI') . 
Economic forces, use of authorized, 78. 
Economic hostility, justifies war, 172. 
Economic interests, 59, 63, 181. 
Economic war (see Commercial restrictions). 
Ecuador, breaking of diplomatic relations, 17. 
Effective blockade (see Blockade). 
Egypt: 
declared a protectorate of Great rBritain, 119. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17. 
hostilities in, 220, 222. 
Elizabeth_, Austrian war vessel, instructecl to engage in hostilitiPs . fit. 
Embargo (see Requisition). 
Emigration of alien enemies restricted, 228, 232. , 
Enemy: 
assistance to, 203. 
See also Unneutral service. 
Enemy-Continued . 
' definition of, 141. 
trading with (sec 1'ra<ling with the enemy) . 
Enemy as::;odation, finn of, 158. 
See also Blacklist, J~nemy eharader. 
Enemy character : 
of goods-
enemy association, 158. 
enemy brand or manufacture, 95. 
presume<l when on enemy vessel, 201. 
products of enemy soil, 95. 




See also Blacklist. 
of vessel-
ownership, 236, 248. 
flag, 154, 246, 248. 
register, 246, 248. 
Enemy destination : 
application of continuous voyage to, 95, 139, 202. 
evidence of, 95., 139, 141, 145, 202. 
good::; of, to be detained, 95, 139, 143. 
of vessel, 145. 
Enemy goods, liability of, on neutral vessel, 95, 138, 198, 203. 
Enemy -nationality (see. Alien enemies, Blacklist, Enemy character) . 
Enemy origin : 
application of continuous voyage to, 140. 
evidence of, 95, 140, 141. 
goods of, to be detained, 138, 139, 143. 
neutral property of, to be released, 140. 
Enemy ownership (see Enemy property). 
Enemy persons (see Alien enemy, Enemy character). 
Enemy property, treatment of, 95, 141, 142, 246, 248. 
See also Enemy goods, Enemy character. 
Enemy territory (see Territory, enemy). 
England (see Great Britain). 
English Channel, navigation in, 128. 
English language, use of, in telegrams permitted, 24, 26, 1d1. 
Enlistment in belligerent public vessels by neutral forbidden, 8:!. 
See also Territory, neutral. 
Entente, Triple : 
Arabia, ally of, 21. 
declaration relating to peace negotiations, 89. 
Greece an ally of, 161. 
memorandum on submarines, 98. 
policy of, 223. 
war aims of, 111, 114. 
warning to Bulgaria, 208. 
Entente powers, legislation of, applicable in prize ea~~'~. 21~:~. 
Equality of rights of nations, 112, 113. 
Equilibrium, political, 204, 206. 
See also Balance of power. 
Equipping vessels (see Base of operations, TeiTitory). 
Escape, attempt to, 223. 
Espionage, 190. 
See also Military information. 
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Ethnic aspirations, 167. 
See also Nationality. 
European crisis, danger of, foreseen, 164. 
European equilibrium, 206. 
European war (see Declarations of \Yar; War of 1914). 
Evidence in prize case, 156. 
Exequatur. revocation of, 90, 162, 181. 
l<~xistence, right of, 101. 114, WO. 
Expanding bullets (see Warfare, means of). 
Explosive bullets (see Warfare, means of). 
Explosives : · 
entrance of vessels with, forbidden by neutral, 24. 
alien enemies not to have, 228. 
See also Arms and munitions. 
Expulsion: 
of alien enemies authorized, 226, 228, 232. 
of Italians from Austria, 168. 
Fait accompli, 38, 68. 
False declarations, 190. 
False destination, penalty for declaring, 42, 82, 85, 86, 180. 
False flag, use of, 154. 
Family of nations, 73. 
f.'ar East, peace of, 175, 176. 
Fisheries in defensive sea areas, ·238. 
Fitting vessels for warlike use (see Base of C•perations; Territorial waters). 
Flag: · 
Denmark, notification relating to use of foreign, 83. 
display of foreign, in neutral territory forbidden, 83. 
evidence of character of vessel, 154, 246, 248. 
misuse of neutral, ~mtborized, 107, 109. 
to be displayed o~ offering resistance, 154. 
to be displayed in defensive sea area, 237. 
to be displayed by submarine in neutral waters, 194, 195, 214, 216. 
to be displayed by vessel in neutral waters, 193. 
unlawfully displayed in neutral territory to be confiscated, 83. 
use of false, to escape capture, 154. 
use of false, to approach undetected, 154. 
use of neutral, in mine laying, 126. 
See also Transfer of flag. 
Force majeure, 24. 
Fc.rce, use of, authorized, 226, 230. 
Forces, armed (see Armed forces). 
Fortifications: 
. access to forbidden, 189, 192. 
alien enemies not to approach, 228. 
sketching of, forbidden, 190. 
Forte Apuria, 17 4. 
Prans Ferdinand, Archduke, murder of, 41. 
France: 
agreed to respect Belgian neutrality, 53, 116. 
appealed to as as guarantor of Belgian neutrality, 55. 
blockade declarations, 91, 92, 93, 94. 
declarations of war, 15, 86, 88, 90, 91. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 87, 118. 
hostile acts by, in German territory, reported, 103. 
jurisdiction of prizes, convention relating to, 143. 
mined areas, notification of, 97. 
peace negotiations, joint declaration with reference to, 89. 
protest against violation of treaty by Germany, 87. 
i ndex. 
Frante-Continucd. 
retaliatory measures, declaration of, 94, 137. 
revocation of cxcquaturs, 90. 
sojourn of submarines, note r elating t o, 98. 
treatment of prizes, 149. 
violation of Belgian territory r eported, 103. 
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Sec also Declaration of war ; Diplomatic r elation·s, breaking of; 
Entente. 
Free ships, free goods, not observed, 108. 
Freedom of the seas, 78, 114, 223. 
approved by Germany, 113. 
British responsibility for, 127. 
British violation of, 109. 
United States defense of, 162. 
See also Commercial restrictions, Navigation. 
French Congo (See Congo). 
French language, use of, in telegrams permitted, 24, ·26, 191. 
Friendly neutrality, 102, 210. 
Frontier, rectification of. 204. 
Fuel (see Coal, Coaling). 
Fuel depot (see Coaling station). 
Full bunkers (see Coaling). 
Gallipoli, 175. 
Geir., German war vessel, requisithned, 246. 
German East Africa·: 
blockade of, 135. 
defense of, 56. 
German language, use of, in telegrams permitted, 24, 26, 191. 
German prize regulations, on resistance, 153. 
German radio operators on neutral vessel, 27. 
Germany: 
activity in Arabia, 21. 
ally of Turkey, 229. 
days of grace offered to French vessels, 103. 
declarations of war, 15, 100, 102, 103, 104, 106, 206. 
departure of Belgian minister from Luxemburg, demanded, 57. 
deprival of territory, entente war aim, 111. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 104. 
enemy of Greek race, 160. 
hostile acts against Italy, 171, 172. 
interpretation of British armed m~rchant vessel instructions, 155. 
intrigues in China, 76. 
methods of warfare, denounced, 61, 70, 72, 73, 74, 94, 137, 142, 
198, 222. 
See also Submarine warfare, War zone. 
military assistance to Austria Hungary, 171, 172. 
military control in Turkey, 90, 119. 
military measures in neutralized territory, 53, 54, 101, 102, 182. 
mined areas, 106, 107. 
minister charged with Austrian interests in Serbia, 211. 
minister dismissed by Argentine Republic, 37. 
navigation regulations, 106. 
passage of troops through Belgium demanded, 53, 102. 
pledges to Belgium, 102. 
political principles of, 113. 
propaganda in Greece, 160. 
refusal to agree to respect Belgian neutrality, 116. 
sale of war vessels to Turkey, 219. 
submarine warf~re, conduct of, 112, 223. 
supported Italian demands against Austria, 166. 
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Germany-Con tin ned. 
treaties with China abrogated, 74. 
ultimata by, 100, 101, 103, 117. 
vessels of, requisitioned, 200, 201, 246, 248. 
violation of Belgian neutrality, 54, 102. 
violation of guarantjes to Greece, 161. 
violation of in terna tiona I I a w a dini tted, 58. 
violation of Luxemburg, neutrality, 182. 
violation of treaty. vrotested against, 53, 55, 117, 182. 
war zones declared, 70, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, 115. 
Sec also Declarations of war ; Diploma tic relations, breaking of; 
Triple alliance. 
Goeben~ Turkish war vessel purchased from Germany, 119. 
Goods (see Enemy goods, N en tral goods). 
Governmental service dispatches, definition of, 29. 
Great Britain : 
ally of Portugal, 200. 
appealed to as guarantor of Belgian neutrality, 55. 
armed merchantmen instructions, 153. 
blacklisting act, 158. 
blockade declarations, 135, 136. 
customs (war powers) act, 1915, referred to, 158. 
decl;:~rations of war, 15, 117, 118, 119. 
diploma tic relations, breaking of, 119. 
instructions in reference to prizes, 149. 
jurisdiction of prizes, convention relating to·, 143. 
methods of warfare, denounced, 108, 111, 114, 223. 
mined areas, 120, 121, 122,. 126, _127, 130, 133, 134. 
naval prize act ( 18G4), referred to, 155. 
neutrality of Congo, note3 on, 118. 
notices to mariners, 123, 124. 
peace negotiations, entente decbll'ation, 89. 
policy of hostility to Turkey, 220. 
ports subject to regulations, 124, 125. 
protest against violation of Belgian neutrality, 117. 
prize courts act (1894)~ referred to, 155. 
requisition of prizes, 155. · 
retaliatory measures, authorized, 137, 138, 141, 142. 
trading-with-the-enemy acts (1914, 1915), 158, 159. 
trea trnent of prizes, 149. 
ultima tum, 116. 
Greece: 
t)ee also DeclarationR of war; Diploma tie relations, breaking of; 
Enteute. 
aid to Bulgaria, 1GO. 
ally of Serbia, 159 ; blockade of, 93, 173. 
deClarations of war, 16, 159, 161. 
diploma tic relations, breaking of, 17, 161. 
internal politics of, 159. 
neutrality of, 159, 173. 
See also Dechuations of war; Diploma tic relations, breaking of. 
Guarantee: 
of Belgium, offf'red by G0rmany, 102. 
of Greece by Germany, 161. 
of Seres, Drama, and Kavalla by Germany, 161. 
treaties of (sec Treaties, neutralization). 
GuarantorR, appealed to. 55. 
Guatemala: 
cooperation with United States, 162. 
declaration of war, 162. 
lndew. 
Guatc•mala- Contiiiued. 
diplomatic r<'latiom;, lH"Paldng of, 17, 1G1 . 
use of t~rritorial water~ offrr<•<l to Unite<l States, 102. 
Gun practice, forbid<leu in neutral wah•rH, 188. 
Hague conventions: 
ueutrality det{'I"llliiWtl uy, 60. 
to be observed by belligerents, GO, 72, 7 4, 7G, 77, 87, 188. 
viola te<l, 61. 
Hague Conventions, 1907: 
III. Convention relativ<• to the opening of ho~tilitie~. GO. 
~tate of war to he notifie<l to neutral~ (art. 2), 87, 88. 
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IY. Convention l'{'specting the laws and customs of war on land. 
arm~ calculated to cause unnecessary suffering (annex, art. 
23, e.), 154. 
Y. Convention respecting the rights and duties of powers and per-
sons in case of war on land. 
neutral t ·~rritory inviolable (art. 1), 86, 87. 
transit of neutral territory forbidden (art. 2), 86, 87. 
right to repel by force, violations of ueutrality (art. 10), 55, 58. 
YII. Convention relative to the conversion of merchant ships into 
:-hips of war, 23. 
YIII. Convention relative to the laying of automatic contact subma-
rine min(~s. 
notification of danger zones (art. 3), 97. 
mines to become harmless in limited time (art. 3), 121. 
XIII. Convention concerning the rights and duties of neutral powers 
in maritime war, 212, 213, 214. 
right of neutral to change rules (preamble, par. 5), 213. 
base of operations (art. 5), 25. 
arming vessels in neutral territory (art. 8), 22. 
exclusion of delinquent belligerent vessels from pQrt (art. 9), 70. 
repairs in neutral port (art. -17), 70. 
internment (art. 24), 70, 194. 
Hague International Tribunal, 49. 
Haiti: 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17. 
neutrality regulations, 162. 
Harbor regulations, 82. 
Harbors: · 
blockadetl, 173. 
neutral; access to forbidden, 192. 
Hedjaz: 
Kingdom, ally of entente powers, 21. 
political principles of, 20. 
proclamation of independence, 17. 
Hegemony, of Germany, 206. 
Hellenism, aspirations of, 160. 
Helsingor, pilotage station, Denmark, 81. 
Herzogovina, 41, 42. 
High seas, conversion of armed merchant ves!:els on, forbidden, 154. 
See also Freedom of the seas. 
Holger~ German auxiliary vessel, interned, 32. 
Holland (see Netherlands). 
Holy war, proclamation of, by Turkey, ·170. 
Honduras, breaking of diplomatic relations, 17. 
Honor, national, 54! 161, 224. 
Hospital ships, (sec Sojourn, Vessel, hospital). 
Hostile act : 
anti~ipation of, 102. 
alien enemy not to commit, 228. 
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Hostile act-Continued. 
in neutral t erritory ( see Territory, neutral ). 
repelling attack on neutrality not so considered, 55. 
war justified by (see J?eclaration qf war, acts justifying). 
Hostilities : 
aiding or abetting, forbidden to neutrals, 178. 
after signature of peace treaty, 169. 
authorized-
Austria-Hungary against Japan (1914) , 51. 
Austria-Hungary against Montenegro (1914) , lG, 183. 
Portugal against Germany (1914), 16, i99. 
Germany in Belgium (1914), 102. 
Germany in Luxemburg (1914), 101. 
See also Declarations of war. 
Before declaration of war, alleged: 
Bulgaria in Roumania, 68, 69. 
Bulgaria in Serbia, 212. 
France against Germany, 103. 
Germany against France, 86. 
Germany against Italy, 171. 
German courts opinion, 172. 
Serbia against Bulgaria, 66. 
Turkey against France, 90. 
Turkey against Russia, 207. 
Between Sweden and Norway rendered impossible, 189. 
conduct of (see Warfare, means of). 
in neutral territory (see Territory, neutral). 
limitation of area of, 56. 
military measures do not constitute, 101. 
opening of, 183. 
See also Hague Conventions, 1907, III: Declarations of war. 
Humanitarian purpose, vessel engagEd in (see Sojourn, Vessels). 
Humanity: 
duties of, 137. 
laws, violated, 73. 114. 
prinCiples of, to be observed, 56, 72, 74, 75, 94, 138, 162, 197, 212, 222. 
violation of principles of, 58. 
Immigration of aU en enemies restricted, 229, 232. 
Impartiality to be observed by neutrals, 84. 178. 
'I11dia, independence of, 113. 
Indemnity: 
for confiscations, 219. 
for damages, 102. 
for goods requisitioned, 201. 
S~e also Compensation; Damages. 
IL.dependence : 
Arabia proclaimed, . 20. 
attack upon, a violation of international law, 54. 
Bagdad, proclaimed, 20. 
Belgium to be guaranteed, 102. 
Hedjaz, proclaimed, 17. 
Ireland, sugges'ted, 113. 
India, suggested, 113. 
Serbia, Italian interest in, 165. 
Serbia, Russian interest in, 200. 
See also Neutralization; Guaranty. 
Information (see Military Information; Transmission of intelligence). 
Innocent passage through neutral waters, 185. 
See also Territorial waters. 
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Integrity of Territory (see Independence; N{!utrality ; Neutralization; rl'cr-
ritory). 
Intention. evidence of hostile, 154. 
International jurlidal order, 65. 
International justice, defense of, 78, 162. 
International law: 
adherence to. 72, 77, 87, 176, 197, 198, ·250. 
applied to blockade, 173. 
applied to neutrality, 219. 
applied in prize cases, 156, 203. 
applied to submarine vessels, 981 99. 
offenses against, 178. 
protest against violations of, 55. 
responsibility for preservation of, 70, 73, 74, 77. 
sanctity of, 71. 
violations of, by Germany-
Belgium, 54, 55. 
submarine warfare, 61, 72, 73, 94, 137, 142, 198, 222. 
violations of, by Entente, 108, 111, 223. 
International signal to be displayed by subniarine, 1!34, 195, 216. 
International society, foundations of, 197. 
Interned vessels (see Vessels, Internment). 
Internment: 
Argentine Republic, General orders relating to, 30, 31. 
of persons-
alien enemies, 212, 229, ·232. 
officers and crew of interned vessel. 194. 
officers may be released l)n parole, 194. 
prize. crew of restored prize, 62. 
of vessels-
belligerent, auxiliary vess·el, 31, 32. 
belligerent merchant vessel, 31, 212. 
belligerent war vessel, 70, 194, 217. 
belligerent submarine vessel, 99, 214. 
See also Hague Conventions, 1907, XIII ; Prizes . 
Intervention : 
authorized by Portugal, 199. 
reasons for-
alliance with belligerent, 200. 
national interests and duties, 199. 
Roumania in Balkan war, 204. 
United States in European war, 197. 
Invoices, ship's papers, 152. 
Ireland, independence of suggested, 113. 
Islam (see also ·Moslem), 220, 221. 
Islam, Sheiky of, 18. 
Islands, blockaded, 173. 
Isonza, Italian demands in respect to, 166. 
Italian language : 
permitted in telegrams, 24. 
preservation of, 167. 
Italian nationality, hostility of Austria to, 167. 
Italy: 
accession to convention relating to prizes, 143. 
adhesion to declaration of Entente, peace negotiations, 89, 90. 
ambassador, in charge of Russian interests in Turkey, 207. 
blockades, 172, 173, 17 4. 
con cilia tory proposals, 164. 




demands of Turkey, 170. 
navigation restrictions. 174. 
policy of peace, 164. 
right to compensation in the Balkans, 165. 
ultimatum, 170. 
withdrawal from Triple Alliance, 168. 
Japan: 
See also, Declarations of "·ar.; Diplomatic relations, breaking of, 
Turco-Italian war. 
adhesion to Entente declarati·m, peace negotiations, 89. 
blockade, 177. 
declaration of war, 176. 
demands return of Kiao Chau to China, 176. 
ultimatum, 175. 
See also Declarations of ·wa r; Diplomatic relations, breaking of; 
Neutrality proclamations. 
Joint captures: 
Franco-British convention relating to, 141. 
instructions in regard to, 149. 
jurisdiction of, 146. 
procedure after, 150. 
See also Capture, Prizes. 
Jurisdiction : 
in Panama Canal Zone, 245. 
of Criminal proceedings, 47. 
of joint captures, 146. 
of prizes, 145. 
of the United States, 246, 248. 
See als·o Prizes, Territory. 
Jurisdictional waters (see also Territorial waters), 214. 
Justice: 
defense of, by United States, 77. 
lack of, in German policy, 199. 
principles of, 197. 
Justification for war (sec Declarations of war, a,cts stated as justification 
for). 
Ka valla (see Ca vall~) . 
Kiau Chau: 
blockade of, 177. 
German withdrawal from demanded, 176. 
restoration to China, 176. 
Kiephali, Cape, 173. 
Koweyt, Arabia, ally of entente powers, 21. 
K1·on Prinz 1Vilhelm, German cruiser requisioned, 32, 246. 
Lack of fuel and provisions (see Asyl urn). 
Languages, permitted in telegrams (see Transmission of intelligence). 
Lausanne, treaty of (1912) (see also Treaties), 169. 
Law: 
decrees contrary to, 37, 156. 
defense of, by United States, 77. 
Law of nations· (see also International law), 72, 77, 87, 108, 176. 
Leased territory, 176. 
Liberia: 
Diploma tic · relations, breaking of, 180. 
neutrality proclamation, 177. 
tbrea tened by Germany, 181. 
trade regulation, 179. 
Liberty, cause of, 197. 
Index. 
LiebenfelsJ German war vessel , requisitioned, 24G. 
Lig-hthouse rcguJ::ttions, 218. 
Lighthouses, extinguished on Bulgarian c_oast, GU. 
Loans (see Territory, neutral) . 
Local regulations, 82, 128, 129, 18G, 189, 218. 
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Sre Customs, Harbor, Lighthouse, Pilotage, Police, Sanitary regula· 
tions; Sojourn; Territory. 
Locksert, German war vessel, requisitioned, 246. 
London, Declaration of (1909) (see Declaration of London). 
Declaration of Entente (1914), ·on separate peace, 89. 
Convention of (1867), Luxemburg neutralization, 8G, 182. 
Conferen_ce of ambassadors at (1913), Balkans, 173. 
See also Treaties. 
Lol'tonJ Peruvian vessel, sunk by submarine, 199. 
Luxburg, Karl, German minister, dismissed from Argentine Republic, 37, 38. 
Luxemburg: 
departure of Belgian minister _from, 57. 
neutral:ty viola t 2d, . SG, 182. 
protest by, 182. 
Lybia, I~alian interest in, 169. 
:Macedonia, blockade of, 93, 209. 
)ladeira islands, war zone around, 115. 
Mah1·oussehJ French prize case, 90. 
)lalvinas Islands, radio comlnunica tion with, 26, 29. 
)lariners, notice to (see Mines, Ports). 
Maritime jurisdiction (see. Freedom of the Seas, Territorial waters). 
J1a1·yland} Danish vessel, destroyed by mine, 121. 
:\leans at disposal, 216. 
:Means of warfare (see Hague conventions, ~907, IV; Warfare, means of). 
)lecca, p:r;oclamation of sheriff of, 17. ' 
::\iediation, attempted by Germany and England, 100. 
)lediterranean, war zone in, 110. 
)lerchandise, Brazilian decree relating to discharge of, 62. 
See also Cargo, Enemy goods. 
Merchant marine: 
auxiliary to navy, 64. 
national value of, 63. 
taking over by neutral state, 64. 
:Merchant vessels (see Armed merchant vessels, Coaling, Internment, 
Vessels). 
Messina, Straits of, navigation in, 174. 
Mexico, neutrality declaration, 182. 
~Iilitary area : 
access to forbidden, 192. 
alien enemy not to approach, 228. 
sketches of forbidden, 190. 
See also Fortifications, War zone. 
Military defenses : 
aliens not to be near, 188. 
publication of plans of forbidden,_ 82. 
Military exercises, access to forbidden, 190, 192. 
Military fleet, 243, 244. 
Military force (see armed forces, Base of Operations). 
Military hospital ship (see Sojourn, Vessels). 
~Iilitary information : 
not to be sent in telegrams, 192. 
penalty for publishing, 191. 
recording of forbidden, 188, 190. 
transmission of from neutral territory forbidden, 218. 
See also Transmission of intelligence. 
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Military iln·entions. effect on law, 213. 
Military zone (see ::\Iilitary area, "\Var zone). 
Mined areas : 
Adriatic sea, Q7. 
Baltic sea, 210. 
British coast, 128, 131. 
caution when approaching, 123. 
Bulgarian coast, 69. 
North sea, 106,, 120, 122, 123, 126, 133, 134. 
See also Def~ns1ve sea areas, Navigation. 
Mines: 
Austro-Hungarian policy denounced, 97. 
Bulgarian announcement of laying, 69. 
France, notification of areas, 97. 
Germany-
policy of, denounced, 122, 126. 
notification of areas, 106, 107. 
scattering in North sea, 120. 
Great Britain-
memorandum res~rving right to lay, 120. 
memorandum relating to enemy, 120, 121. 
notification of areas, 122, 126, 133, 134. 
notices to mariners, 123, 124. 
directions for navigatioi1 in, 127. 
laid by trawlers, 121. 
neutral waters closed by, 184, 215. 
notices to mariners in reference to, 123, 124. 
ports closed by, 217. 
Russia, notification of areas, 210. 
Sweden, decree relating to areas, 215. 
See also Hague conventions, 1907, VIII; Mined areas; Navi· 
gation. · 
Ministers (see Diplomatic officers). 
Mobiiization of forces: 
Austria-Hungary, 206. 
reason for ultimatum, 100. 
Russia, 103, 206. 
Serbia, 211. 
Monroe doctrine, new interpretation of, 65. 
Montenegro: 
declaration of war, 16, 182. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 183. 
excepted from blockade of Adriatic, 174. 
isolation of, 165. 
Moral duty, under alliance, 167. 
Morocco, 220. 
Moslem community, 18, 221. 
See also Islam. 
Mozambique, passage of British troops in, 104. 
Narodna Odbrana~ Serbian society, 45. 
Nations, rights of, 162. 
National aspirations, 163. 
National dignity, 224. 
National honor, 54, 161, 224. 
National interests, 1613 163, 199. 
National rights, 19, 78, 163. 
National security, 78. 
National unity, 206. 
Indero. 
Nationality : 
declaration of, by vessels, 83, 190. 
enemy (see Alien enemies, Enemy character). 
methods of destroying, 167, 168. 
principle of, 69, 114, 163, 167, 205. 
Naval conference, 1909 (see Declaration of London) . 
Naval prize act, British (1864), referred to, 155. 
Naval stations (see also War ports), 184, 187. 
Navigation, coastwise, confined to national vessels, 63. 
Navigation regulations: 
approaches to British ports, 124. 
<lefensive sea areas, 237, 241, 242. 
English channel, 128. 
German coast, 106. 
mined area~, 123, 127, 215. 
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neutral waters (see Asylum, Base of operations, Sojourn, Territorial 
waters). 
North Sea, 128, 130. 
notices to mariners, 123, 124. 
Straits of Messina, 174. 
war zone, 109. 
See also Commercial restrictions, Freedo1n of the Seas, Local 
regulations, Mines areas, War zonf>s. 
Navy, merchant marine auxiliary to, 64. 




public, 63, 64. 
K egotia tion, peace through, 114. 
Keighborly relations, 38, 42, 47. 
Nejd, Arabia, ally of Entente powers, 21. 
Nether lands : 
minister charged with Russian interests in Bulgaria, 209. 
neutrality declaration, 183. 
transmission of Chinese war declaration to Germany, 74. 
waters excluded from mined area, 133, 134. 
Keutral character of goods, evidence of, 201. 
See also En~my character. 
Keutral commerce, arbitrarily limite({ by Entente, 114. 
See also Commercial restrictions. · 
7\eutral diplomatic officers (see Diplomatic officers, neutral). 
Keutral goods: 
. release of, 139, 201. 
requh;ition of, 95. 
sale of, 95. 
Keutral jurisdiction (see Territory, neutral). 
Neutral persons (see Persons, neutral). 
Xeutral property on the high seas (see Blockade, Capture, Contraband, 
Free ships, free goods; Neutral ·goods, Unneutral service, Vjsit and 
search). 
Keutral rights: 
not effectively maintained, 60, 109. 
use of force to protect, 37, 78, 198, 216, 224, 249. 
Keutral states: 
asquiescene in belligerent violations of law, 60, 109. 
attitude toward war upon entrance of United Statts-
Bolivia, 59, 60. 
Brazil, 64, 65. 
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Neutral states-Continued . 
.attitude toward war upon entrance of United States-Continued. 
China, 70. 
Costa Rica, 77. 
'Guatemala, 162. 








See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking 
of; Neutrality proclamations. 
economic interest, 59. 
rupture with Germany suggested, 224. 
Neutral territory (see Territory, neutral; Neutralization). 
Neutrality: · · 
benevolent, 198. 
friendly, 102, 210. 
impartial, 78. 
interest of American nations in, 60 . 
.Japan's attitude toward, 176. 
maintenance of, 78, _198, 216, 233. 
of opinion, 78, 84, 162. 
offenses against, 79, 80. 
penalty for violation of-
persons, 29, 35, 78, 79, 80, 82, 178, 18.0. 
vessels, 70. 
See also Internment; Neutral rights. 
permanent (see Neutralization). 
qualified, 64, 77, 102, 162, 198, 210, 249. 
r~cognition of Albanian, 173. 
recognition of Swiss, 233. 
respect, 216, 233. 
revocation of, 64. 
strict, 178, .180, 183, 250. 
Se() also Hague Conventions, 1907, V, XIII; Neutral States. 
Neutrality declarations (see Neturality proclamations). 
Noutrality Proclamations: 
Argentine Republic ( 1915), 32. 
Bolivia (1915), 59. 
Brazil (1914), 61. 
Bulgaria (1914), 66. 
Denmark (1914), 78. 
Liberia ( 1914), 177. 
Mexico (1917), 182. 
Netherlands (1917), 183. 
Norway (1914), 189. 
Sweden (1914), 189. 
Switzerland (1917), 216. 
Turkey (1914), 217. 
Venezuela (1917) ,· 250. 
Neutrality regulations: 
right to modify, 62, 213. 
joint, 183, 189. 
Neutralization : 
guarantors of, appealed to, 116, 217. 
duties of states subject to, 58. 
Index. 
Neutralization-Continued. 
violation of, denounced, 53, 54, 5G, 68, 86, 88, 11G, 182. 
violations of, justified by-
self-deft:'ns<', 102, 103. 
anticipation of hostile attack, 53, 102. 
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See also Albania, Belgium, Guaranty; Luxemburg; Panama 
Canal Zone; Suez Canal; Switzerland; Treaties. 
Neutralized territory (see Neutralization). 
Nicaragua: 
declaration of war, 77. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17. 
Noncombatant (sec Persons, noncombatant). 
North Sea: 
military area, 127. 
mined areas, 106, 120, 122, 123, 126, 133, 134. 
regulations for navigation in, 1·28, 130. 
war zone, 109, 110. 
Notice to mariners (see Mines; Navigation; Ports). 
Kotification of blockade (see Blockade). 
:t-!orway: 
criminal law, 190. 
defense secrets, 189, 192. 
hostilities with Sweden rendtred impossible, 189. 
interned war vessels, 194. 
neutrality declaration, 183, 184, 189. 
neutrality, joint declaration, 183, 189. 
postal communication, 193. 
sojourn of war vessels, 187. 
sojourn of submarine vessels, 194, 195. 
telegraphic comti.mnication, 191, 193. 
vessels, surveillancP of, 193. 
waters excluded from war zone, 115. 
Norwegian language, telegrams in, permitted, 191, 192. 
Occupation, territory under (see Territory, occupied). 
Offense, vessel equipped for (see also Armed merchant vessel), 243. 
Offenses against neutrality (see Neutrality). 
Officers : 
interned, released on parole, 194. 
See also Internment, Prizes, Vessels. 
of foreign warship, may wear arms in neutral territory, 188. 
discipline of crew, 243. 
Official dispatches (see Transmission <?f intelligence). 
Officials (see .Armed forces, Consuls, Diplomatic officers, Office1·s!. 
Open-door policy, Germany favors, 113. 
Opinion, neutrality of, 78, 84, 162. 
See also Transmission of intelligence. 
Origin of goods (see Continuous voyage, Enemy origin). 
Otrante, cape of, 173, 17 4. 
Ottoman Empire (see Turkey). 
Ownership (see Enemy Property) . 
Pacific settlement, proposed by · Se1·bia, 48. 
Panama: 
declaration of war, 196. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 198. 
neutrality instructions, 195, 196. 
Panama City, Panama, 245. 
Pan-Americanism (see also American continents), 210. 
Panama Canal Zone : 
aircraft forbidden in, 244, 245. 
defensive sea area in, 241. 
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Panama Canal Zone-Continued. 
enemy 'Vessels forbidden in, 245. 
equalit~r of treatment in, 245. 
jurisdiction of "Qnited States in, 244, 246, 248. 
landing of troops in, forbidden, 245. 
radio apparatus, use of, in, 24G. 
rPgula tions for operation of, referred to, 243. 
repair of vessels in, 245. 
responsibility of United States for, 243. 
sojourn of belligerent war vessels in, 196, 245. 
United States, executive orders relating to, 241, 243. 
·written assurances to be given by vessels using, 243. 
Parana~ Brazilian merchant vessel destroyed, 64. 
Paris, Declaration of (.see Declaration of Paris). 
Paris Economic Conference, 163. 
Paris, treaty of (1815), neutralization of Switzerland (see also Treaties), 
216. 
Parole, officers released on, 194. 
Partiality, Danish law to prevent, in commercial matters, 84. 
Partiality, in European wa-r (see Qualified neutrality). 
Passports: 
delivery of, to consul~; 71, 75. 
delivery of, to. diplomatic 9fficers, 37, 38, 54, 60, 71, 75, 117, 119, 162, 
183, 199, 208, 211, 224, 250. 
request for, by diplomatic officer, 51, 52, 88, 101, 104, 118, 163. 
ship's papers, 152. 
Patagonia~ German Yessel interned, 30, 31. 
Peace': 
basis of, 113. 
breaking diploma tic relations to further cause of, 71. 
China, desire for, 72. 
Entente agreement with reference to separate, 89. 
German efforts toward, 100. 
hostilities after treaty of, 169. 
ideal of, 164, 197. 
Japan's interest in, of far east, 175. 
Mexican efforts for, 182. 
restoration of, object of war, 73. 
Russian attitude toward, 206. 
Triple Alliance to secure, 164. 
Peace Standard, for supplying vessels in neutral port (see Provisioning). 
Penal Code: 
applicable to violations of neutrality, 79. 
Norway, 190. 
Penalty: 
for violation of defense act, 190. 
for violation of neutrality (see Neutrality). 
Perfidy: 
of Bulgaria, 209. 
of Turkey, 208. 
Permanent Neutrality (see Neutralization). 
Perpetual Neutrality (see Neutralization). 
Persia, British interest in, 21, 220. 
Persons: 
aliens-
access to military areas, forbidden, 188, 192. 
not to wear arms on landing from war vessel, 188, 
not to prepare maps of fortified harbors, 188. 
s-qbmission to war measures required, 196. 
See also Alien enemies. 
Persons-Continued. 
bclligeren t na tiounl:-;-
Index. 
seiznre from neutral ves:-;pJ:-;, 108.. 
appearance in enemy vri:t,c court, 202. 
8ce also .Alien enemies, Intermen t. 
comba taut-
subjpct to naval d isciplinc on' war vess<>ls, 24:J. 
,-;ec also Armed forces, Officers, Prisoners of war. 
neutral nationals-
endangered by submarine warfare, 181. 
may pilot belligerent pqblic vessel:-;, 82. 
not to act as eommercial agent of belligerent, 170. 
not to assist b{•lligerent public vessels, 82. 
not to commit hostile acts, 178. 
not to enlist in belligerent public vessel, 82. 
not to trade with belligerents, 180. 
noncombatant-
beyond service age, so rPgarued, 32. 
endangered in war zone, 107, 108, 110. 
on interned vessel set at liberty, 32. 
murder of, in submarine warfare, 161. 
not to assist in armed resistance by merchant vessel, 154. 
safety of, disregarded, 112, 133, 173, 161, 223. 
~afety of, on merchant vessels, assured, 111, 138, 223, 225. 
safety of, on prize, must be assured, 137. 
See also Destruction, Submarine war.i'are. 
reside11t in neutral territory-
may not express unneutral opinion, 162. 
See also 'Territory, neutral. 
Persona non grata~ 37, 38. 
Peru: 
attitude toward war, 197. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 198. 
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Petrograd, internatioPal telegraphic co.nvention of (see also Treaties) , 
24, 19 t. 
Philanthropic mission, vessels engaged in (see Sojourn, Vessels). 
Pilotage: 
in British channel, 1~3. 
in defensive sea area, 238. 
in mined area, 215. 
in neutral waters, 80, 81. 
of belligerent public vessels, by neutrals, forbidden, 82. 
o::.1 Gepnan coast, 1C6. 
regulations, 82, 129, 186, 189, 218. 
•'-'ec aJso Sojourn. 
Pilots, use of national, required, 69. 
Police regulations, 82, 186. 
Port regulations, 186, 189, 218. 
Ports: 
belligerent-
blockade of, 173. 
caution when approaching, 124. 
closed, 124. 
neutral vessels urged to stop at, 121. 
neutral-
access to, forbidden. J ~9, 190, 217. 
entrance by vessels with e:xplosives forbidden, 24. 
proclaimed as war ports, 187, 194. 
submarine vessels forbidden to enter, 214. 
use of, offered to belligerent, 162. 
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Porte, the ( see Turkey) . 
P ortugal: 
ally of England, 200. 
contraband, 202. 
declaration of war, 16, 199. 
Indew. 
military intervention authorize¢!, 16, 199. 
requisition of cargo of enemy vessels, 200. 
requisition of enemy vessels, 200. 
unneutral conduct of, 104. 
See also Decl~rations of war, Diplomat ic r elations, breaking of. 
Portuguese language, permitted in telegrams, 24. 
Postal communication, Norwegian law relating to censorship of, 193. 
See .also Transmission of intelligence. 
Press, supervision of, 40, 43 ,_ 44. 
President Quintana~ Argentine vessel suspected of unneutral service, 27. 
Prinz Eitel Friedrich, German war vessel interned, 246. 
Prisoners of war : 
capture of escaped, 172. 
failure to release after war, 169. 
persons taken from neutral vessels made, 108. 
Private property at sea (see Blockade, Capture, Commercial restrictions:, 
Contraband, Enemy character, Free ships, Free goods, Neutral goods, 
Neutral commerce, Unneutral service, Visit and search). 
Privateers, forbidden in neutral waters, 186. 
Prize act, British naval (1864), referred to, 155. 
Prize court : 
British, not bound by orders in council, 156. 
duties, 137, 139. 
enemy persons to appear by ugf:nt, 202. 
evidence in, 156. 
forbidden in neutral territory, 186, 218. 
jurisdiction over cargo of enemy vessels, 201. 
'jurisdiction over requisition, 156, 157. 
Portuguese, 201. 
procedure of, 96, 140, 143, 155, 156. 
Russian ukase relating to, 145. 
ship's papers to be delivered to, 153. 
to administer retaliatory decree, 96. 
P r ize court act, British (1894), referred to, 155. 
Prize crew (see Internment, Prizes). 
Prize master, 152. 
Prize money, distribution of, 147. 
Prize regulations. German, on resistance, 153. 
Prizes: 
appraisal of, 148. 
asylum to, 62, 186, 218. 
captured in violation of neutrality, restored, 185. 
cargo to be deposited in neutral state, 62. 
coaling of, 218. 
condition of, to be reported, 151. 
Franco-British convention relating to jurisdiction over, 143. 
Great Britain, order in council, requisition of, 155. 
Illegally in neutral port-
release of officers and crew, 62. 
notification to depart, 62. 
restoration of, 62. 
interment of prize crew, 62. 
j urisdiction of, 145. 
proceeds of (see Prize money). 
Prizes-Continued. 
provisioning o:f, 218. 
I ndeJJ. 
sale of, in neutral territory forbidden, 18G. 
sending in of, 137, 148, 152. 
sojourn of, 218. 
treatment of, 148, 151, 152, 153. 
use of Panama Canal, 244. 
vessels liable as, 203. 
Proclamation of war (see Declarations of war) . 
Proclamations of neutrality (see Neutrality proclamations ) . 
Products of enemy soil (see Enemy character). 
Property (see Enemy property, Neutral property, Private property) . 
Propaganda, by Germany in Greece, 160. · 
Protection of go'vernment withdrawn from persons guilty of unneutral 
acts, 178. 
Protectorate, Egypt, 119. 
Protest: 
against violation of international law, 55, 87. 
against violation of neutral rights, 71, 72, 181. 
against violation of guaranteed neutrality, 53, 182. 
against violation of treaties, 53, 55, 87, 117, 182; 
Provisional government, of Greece, 161. 
Provisioning : 
of belligerent war vessel in neutral ports-
authorization necessary, 217. 
forbidden in Panama Canal Zone, 244. 
" nearest neutral port," 218. 
·'peace standard," 185, 218, 244. 
refused on second return, 218. 
of prizes, 218. 
Provisions, lack of (see Asylum). 
Public vessels (see Vessels). 
Public officers (see Officers, Officials) . 
Qualified neutralHy, 64. 77, 102, 162. 198, 210, 249. 
See also BenevolPnt nrutrality ; Friendly neutrality; Neutrality; 
Partiality; Xeutral States, attitude toward war. 
Radiotelegraphy: 
aliE·n fnemy not. to have apparatus, 228. 
-Ar2;entine Republic-
c-irculars relating to, 24, 26, 29. 
decree relating to, 34. 
general orders relating to, 25, 27, 33, 36. 
belligerent operator on neutral vessel, 27. 
censor8hip of, 33. 
evidences of unneutral use of, 27. 
· merchant vessels to lower poles in neutral waters, 25, -27, 35. 
messages to bellig8rent vessels at sea forbidden, 36. 
message<; to neutral vessels at sea permitted, 36. 
naval inRpector to be on neutral vessel, 29. 
neutral duty in reference to, 28. 
official inspector of, 35. 
operators on neutral vessel to be of neutral nationality, 28, 34. 
operators to make report, 28, 35. 
station not to be established in neutral territory, 186, 219. 
use of, by merchant vessel in neutral ·waters forbidden, 25, 27, 28, 34. 
use of, in Panama Canal Zone, 244. 
See also Telegraphy; Transmission of intelligence. 
Railways, neutral use of, offered to belligerent, 162. 
Reciprodty. condition for rffcctiveness of international conventions, 50, 87. 
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Hecogni tion : 
of Turkey, 17. 
of neutrality of Albania. 173. 
Rcctifica tion of frontiers, 204. 
Hegisters, ship's papers, 152. 
Hegistration of Yessels, 83, 246, 248. 
See also Transfer of flag. 
Regulations : 
internal, of belligerent state, alien enemies to observe, ·226, 231. 
internal, of neutral state (see Neutrality; Radiotelegraphy; Sojourn, 
etc.). 
local (see Local regulations; Na.vigation, etc.). 
Release of crew of prizes (see Prizes). 
Religious edifices, destruction of, 19. 
Religion, vessels devoted to (see Sojourn, vessels). 
Reparation (see Compensation; Damages; Indemnity). 
Itepairing vessels (see Base of operations). 
Reprisals, threat of, 87. 
Requisition : 
appraisal of vessel prior to, 157, 247, 248. 
compensation in case of, 157, 247, 248. 
detained vessel by belligerent, 157. 
enemy vessel by belligerent, 105, 200, 246, 248. 
goods of enemy origin; 95, 139. 
goods destined to enemy, 96, 139. 
Great Britain, orders in council, authorizing, 155. 
national vessels by neutral state, 64. 
neutral goods on enemy vessel, 201. 
Portugal, decree authorizing, 200. 
prizes, prior to condemnation, 157. 
procedure, 157; 158. 
right of to be determined by international law, 156. 
temporary, 157. . 
United States, Executive orders authorizing, 246, 248. 
United States, joint resolution, relating to, 246, 248. 
Requisitions, cash payment for, in Belgium, 102. 
Residence in enemy territory, 158. 
Resistance to visit and search (see Visit and search). 
Responsibility : 
of belligerent~ 
for injury to neutral vessels, 99, 222. 
for observance of law, 223. 
in respect to submarines, 99. 
of Germany, for war, 206. 
of government-
for hostile acts, 39, 43, 90. 
for maintenance of neutrality, 78. 
of. individuals, for If1aintenance of neutrality, 78. 
of neutral state (see Base of operations, Neutrality). 
of state-
for preservation of international law, 73. 
under treaty of guarantee, 117. 
Restitution, claim for, 158. 
Restoration of prizes, 62, 140, 185. 
See also Prizes. 
Retaliation : 
against belligerent, may not injure neutral, 223. 
justified by threat to vi tal interests, 109. 
by illegal acts of enemy, 94, 138, 142. 
right of, 121. 
Index. 
Retaliatory measures : 
France, decree, authorizing commercial ref; trictions, !)4. 
Germany, war-zone memorial, 108. 
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Great Dritain-France, joint declaration of commercial restrictions, 137. 
Great Britain, orders in council , commercial restrictions, 138; 141, 142. 
See also Commercial restrictions, MineR, Navigation, War zones. 
Riga, Gulf of, mined, 210. 
Right: 
subordinate to ·might, 181. 
war in defense of, 77, 78, 249. 
Rights of nations (see Nations, rights of) . 
Roadsteads, blockaded, 173. 
Roadsteads of war, proclaimed, by neutral, 154. 
Routing of vessels, in military area, 127, 129, 130, 132. 
Roumania: 
declaration of wa1~, 16, 203. 
isolation of, 165. 
member of Triple Alliance, 204. 
neutrality of, 204. 
unfriendly attitude toward Bulgaria, 67. 
See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking of. 
Rupture of diplomatic relations (see Diplomatic relations, breaking of). 
Ruse de Guerre, legitimate, 154. 
Russia: 
adhesion to convention relating to prizes, 145. 
appealed to as guarantor of Belgian neutrality, 155. 
declarations of war, 208, 209. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 207, 209. 
Entente agreement, no separate peace, 89. 
jurisdiction of prize courts, 145. 
mined areas, 210. 
mobilization of forces, 100, 103. 
reply to declaration of war, :206. 
See also Declaration of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking of; 
Entente. 
Russian language, telegrams in, permitted, 191. 
Safe conduct, for blockade, 175. 
Safety of persons on vessels (see Persons, Submarine warfare). 
Sale: 
goods of enemy destination, 95, 139. 
goods of enemy origin, 95, 139. 
prizes in neutral territory, forbidden, 186. 
vessel to belligerent, 104, 219. 
Saloniki, Greek Government at, 161. 
Salvador, attitude toward war, 210. 
Sanitary regulations, 82, 186, 189, 218. 
Scandinavian ~ountries, joint neutrality declaration, 183. 
See a,lso Denmark, Norway, Sweden. 
Science, vessels devoted to (see Sojourn, Vessels). 
Sea territory (see also Territorial waters), 190. 
Search, right of (see Visit and Search). 
Security, defense of, justifies war, 78. 
Self defense : 
justifies violation of neutrality, 102. 
right of merchant vessel to fight in, 153. 
rules for exercise of right by merchant vessel, 154. 
Self government, approved by Germany, 113. 
Sequestration of enemy goods, 95. 
Serajevo, assasination at, 39, 41. 43. 
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Serbia : 
~.dequacy of rep1y to Austrian ultimatum, 104. 
Ally of Greece, 159 . 
anti-Austrian activity, 39. 
Austrian ultimatum to, 38. 
declaration in reference to Bosnia and Herzegovina, 38. 
declaration of war, 16, 212. 
diplo'matic relations, breaking cf, 210, 211. 
Greek consideration for, 159. 
Italian interest in ind-ependence of, 165. 
reply to Austrian ultimatum, 42. 
See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking ot; 
Neutrality proclamations. 
Seres, Greece, German guarantees in reference to, 161. 
Severance of diplomatic relations (8ee Diplomatic relations, breaking of). 
Seydlitz, German vessel, internment of, 31. 
Ships (see Vessels). 
Ship's papers to be inventoried, 152. 
·siam: 
declaration of war, 16, 212. 
internment of enemy persons and vessels, 212. 
Signal station, neutral, access to, forbidden, 189, 192. 
See also Transmission of intelligence. 
Signaling device, alien enemy not to have, 228. 
Signals: 
exchange of, 17 4. 
international, to be displayed by submarine in neutral waters, 194, 
195, 216. 
port, 12~. 
vessels in neutral waters to answer to, 193. 
Sinking at sight (see Destruction, Persons, Submarine warfare, War zone). 
Slav cause, treason of Bulgaria to, 209. 
Slav people, Russian interest in, 208, 209. 
Slavism, enemies of, 209. 
Small nations, rights of, 116, 181, 197, 212. 
Smyrna, closed port, 217. 
Society of Union and P.rogress, Turkey, 17. 
Soil, products of (see Enemy character). 
Solidarity of American Republics (see Am\'rican continent). 
~ojourn: 
Argentine Republic, General orders relating to, 22, 23, 29. 
Brazil, decree relating to, 62. 
Chile, decree relating to, 69. 
of armed merchant vessels, 23. 
of belligerent war vessels-
authorization for required, 187. 
decree requiring deClaration, repealed, 6~. 
duration of stay-
twenty-four hour rule, 24, 31, 32, 185, 217, 244. 
to be declared, .187. 
forbidden, 217. 
forbidden in proclaimed ports, 184. 
in Panama Canal Zone, 196, 244. 
jnterval between departure of vessels of opposing belligerents-
twenty-four hour interval rule, 24, 185, 218. 
licensed pilots to be employed during,, 80, 82, 186. 
local regulations to be observed during, 82, 186, 218. 
not to cast anchor, 24. 
Index . 
Sojour n-Con ti nned. 
of bell igerent wa r vessels- Con tin ueu. 
number of vessels in port a t one time-
three-vess0l rule, 185, 187, 217. 
three-vessel rule a ppli ed to Panama Canal Zone, !.!4 G. 
partiality alleged, 104. 
to be reported, 196. 
to take designated anchorage, l 8.8. 
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Sec also Asylum, lla~c of Operat ion s, Coaling, Pri ze:-;, Pro-
visioning. 
of hospital ship, 185. . 
·of merchant vessel, to declare nature of voyage ana destination , 85, 86. 
of nonbelligerent war vessels-
anchorage permit n.1ay be revoked, 188. 
duration of stay-
fourteen days, 187. 
in war port, eight days, 187. 
local regulations to be observed, 189. 
may be required to leave at expiration of six hours, 188. 
special exemptions-
carrying chief of s~ate, 188. 
immediate danger from sea, 188. 
inspecting, fisheries, 188. 
engaged in scientific work, 188. 
of privateers, forbidden, 186. 
of prizes, 218. 
of scientific, religious, and philanthropic vessels, 185. 
of submarines, forbidden, 98, 194, 195, 214, 215. 
of vessels violating neutrality, forbidd~n, 70, 184. 
Norway regulations relating to, 184, 187. 
So\ereignty, respect for, 184, 197, 217. 
Spain, decree, sojourn of submarines, 212, 214. 
Spanish language, permitted in telegrams, 24, 26, 35, 36. 
Star\ation, war by, 108, 114. 
Strade Bianchi, line, 1?4. 
Straits of Messina, navigation in, 174. 
Straits, Turkish, treaties relating to, 219. 
Strategic area (see Commercial restrictions, Defensive sea areas; Mined 
areas, War zones). 
S tragetical boundaries (see Boundaries). 
Strategical interests, justify violation of international law, 58. 
Stress of weather (see Asylum). 
Strict accountability, 181. 
Strict neutrality (see Neutrality, strict). 
Submarine mines (see Mines). 
Submarine vessels : 
France, memorandum relating to sojourn of, 98. 
Xorway, resolution relating to, 194. 
Ordinance relating to, 195. 
of belligerent nationality-
attacks by without warning, 154. 
deficiencies of in commercial warfare, 137. 
effect of on development of international law, 213. 
evidence for distinguishing war and merchant, 99, 215. 
forbidden in neutral waters, 194, 195, 214, 215. 
forbidden to approach me1·chant vessel, 154. 
internment of, 99, 214. 
liability to attack in neutral waters, 194, 195.! 215. 
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Submarine vessels-Continued. 
of belligerent nationality-Continued. 
merchant, sojourn of, 194. 
navigation in straits, 174. 
peculiarities of, 98. 
-unrestricted use of, 112. 
use of false flag by, 154. 
when to be attacked in defense, 154. 
of nonbelligerent nationality-
navigation in territorial waters, 214. 
sojourn of, 195. • 
Spain, decree relating to, 212, 214. 
Sweden, decree relating to, 215. 
United States, note relating to sojourn of, 98 .. 
Submarine warfare : 
contrary to international law, 73, 76, 137, 198. 
contrary to principles of humanity, 73, 76. 
denounced, 61, 64,_ 70, 71, 72, 138, 161, 180, 199, ~~~. 
extension of, 250·. · 
in neutral waters, 161. 
protest against, 173, 213. 
See also Distruetion, Ware Zone. 
Suez Canal: 
fortification of, 222. 
neutralization of, 222. 
SuT:tan bsnwn~ Ttu·kish vessel seized in England, 219. 
Supplying vessels (see Base of Operations, Provisioning). 
Sussex~ vessel sunk by~ submarine, 222. 
SuBlWW note, 222, 224. 
Surrender, evidences of, 154. 
Sweden: 
hostilities with Norway rendered impossible, 189. 
mined areas, 215. 
neutrality, joint declaration, 183, 189. 
sojourn of submarines, 215. 
Swedish language, telegrams in, permitted, 191, 192. 
Swedish minister : 
in charge of Bulgarian interests in England, 119. 
in charge of United States interests in Turkey, 229. 
Switzerland : ' 
neutrality declaration, 216. 
neutrality of, recognized; 233. 
Syria, blockade of, 92. 
Telegraphy : 
Argentine Republic, circular r_elating to, 24. 
censorship of, 193. 
Norway-
law relating to, 193. 
resolution relating to, 191. 
use of cipher, forbidden, 24. 
See also Transmission of. intelligence; Radiotelegraphy; Treaties. 
Telephone, regulation of, 192. 
Territorial propinquity (see Neighborly relations; Territory, neutral, near 
to enemy). 
Territorial waters : 
belligerent-
jurisdiction of enemy vessels in, 146. 
liability of enemy vessels in, 145. 
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Territorial waters- Cont inucd . 
neutral-
belligerent mer<'hant vessel t o (lecla rr port of destina t ion on 
. leaving:, 2D. 
belligrrent submarines forbitl<lf'n in, 98, 99, 194, 195, 214, 215. 
debarka. tion and gun practice forbidden in, 188. 
defined, 215. 
entry to, forbidden, 217. 
escort of vessels from, 23. 
ex ciude<l from belligerent mined area s , 1~a . 134 . 
excluded from belligerent war zones, 115. 
flag to be displayed by vessel in, 193. 
hostilities in forbidden, 23, 79, 184, 218. 
inner, belligerent vessels not to enter, 184, 217. 
innocent passage through, permitted, 185. 
licensed· pilots to be used ip, 80. 
local regulations to be observed in, 186. 
measures to prevent aggression in, 22. 
of Panama Canal Zone, 244, 245. 
prize court not to be established in, 186. 
proclaimed, entrance to forbidden, 184. 
sale of Yessels to belligerent in, forbidden, 7D. 
use of, by belligerent, authorized, 77, 162, 249. 
use of, by submarines, 161. 
Yisi~ by neutral, of vessels in, authorized, 193. 
Yisit and search by belligerent in, forbidden, 218. 
See also Asylum; ·Base of Operations; Coaling; Port; Prizes ; 
Provisioning; Radiotelegraphy; Sojourn; Territory. 
Territor;)' : 
acquisition of, 205. 
annexation of, 113, 119. 
cession of, b:y Austria, demanded, 166. 
concessions by Austria to Italy, 166. 
· defense of, justified war·, 78. 
enemy, defined, 95, 158, 173. 
neutral-
acts favoring belligerent in, forbidden, 79, 162. 
aircraft require permit in, 192. 
coaling stations not to be established in, 30, 186, 218. 
Denmark, laws relating to protection of, 79, 80. 
CJ,uty to prevent hostile acts in, 22. 
-enlistment for belligerent sen·ice in, forbidden, 79, 178. 
foreign flag may he displayed by consuls and diplomatic officers 
in, 83. 
foreign flag may not be displayed in, 83. 
ho~tilities in, forbidden , 22, 33, ·218. 
incitement against belligerent in, forbidden, 84. 
inviolability of, 216, 233. 
near to enemy, goods destined to, 95, 142, 202. 
Xorway, resolutions for protection of, 192, 193, 194. 
operation of foreign military intelligence department in, forbid-
den, 79. 
prize court, not to be established in, 186, 218. 
radio station not to be established in, 186, 219. 
recruiting in, forbidden, 79, 178. 
solicitation of belligerent loans in, forbidden, 79. 
transit of troops through, demanded, 87, 102, 104. 




n eu tral-C on tinued. 
violation of, 53, 86, 101, 103, 104, 116, 161, 182. 
use of, . by belligerent authorized, 77, 162. 
Bee also Base of operations; Neutrality; Territorial waters ; 
Transmission of 5ntelligence. 
neutralized (see Neutralization). 
occupied by the enemy, 95, 158, 173, 
T eutonic powers (see Triple Alliance). 
Three months' rule (seP Coaling). 
Three-ve.ssel rule (see Sojourn). 
Torpedo boats (see also Vessels), 174. 
Trade (s ee Commercial r estrictions) : 
Trading with the enemy, forbidden, 158. 
See also Commercial restrictions. 
'l1rading with the enemy act: 
Great Britain (1914, 1915) , 158, 159. 
United States (1917), referred to, 225. 
'l,raditional aspirations (see a.lso Nationality) , 167. 
Traditions, national, safeguarding of, 167. 
Transfer of flag : 
Argentine Republic, general order relating to, 30. 
danger to neutral, 63. 
Denmark, notification relating to , 84. 
forbidden, 30, 84. 
permitted if in good faith , 30. 
'war vessel, ·219. 
See also False flag. 
Transportation of vessels (see Conversion). 
Transmission of intelligence : 
abuse of diplomatic privilege, 38. 
censorship, 33, 193. 
cipher messages forbidden, 24, 26, 191. 
cipher messages permitted for governmental service , 24. 
diploma tic dispatches may be sent in ciphers, 29. 
languages to be used in, 26, 35, 36, 191, 192. 
means of, not to be estabiished . in neutral territory, 186, 219. 
messages violating neutrnJity, forbidden, 191. 
meteorlogical messages, permitted, 191. 
methods · of controlling by neutral, 33. 
military information not to be sent from neutral territory, 79 , 191, 218. 
official dispatches, excepted from regulations, 35. 
State monopoly of, 190. 
See also Military information, RadiotPlegraphy, Telegraphy, Unneu-
tral service. 
Transport (see Vessel). 
Treaties: 
jurisdiction of prizes, France-Great Britain (1914), 143. 
military aid, Austria-German.'' • 172. 
near eastern question, treaty 0f Berlin (1878), 38, 204. 
· Neutralization-
Belgium (1839), 53, 55, 58,' 87, 117. 
Belgium (1870), 53. 
Luxemburg, convention of London (1867), 86, 182. 
Switzerland, Final act of Congress of Vienna ·(1815), 216. 
Switzerland, ~reaty of Paris (1815), 216. 
Peace-
Treaty of Bucharest, Balkan~ (1913), 67, 69. 
Treaty of Lausanne, Italy-Turkey (1912), 169. 
Index. 
'l'rea ties-Continued. 
radiotelegraphy, Treaty of Lonuon (1912), 24. 
r:1ilway ad~Iinh;iralion, Germ:wy-Luxe tulJuJ·g, J 01. 
regulation of Turkish straits, 21 D. 
Suez Canal (1888), 222. 
telegraphy, Convention of Petrograd (1875) , 24, 191. 
Triple Alliance (sec also Triple Alliance), 164. 
Triple Entente- · 
l\Ioi1occo and Egypt, Great Britain-France (1904), 220. 
Persia, Great Britain-Russia (1907), 220. 
separate peace repudiated (1914), 89. 
See also Entente. 
\\Test Africa, General act of Berlin (1885), 56. 
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See also Declaration of London, Declaration of Paris, Hague con-
ventions. 
Treaties: 
abrog·ation of by war, 72, 74, 75, 220. 
acceRRion to, 143, 148. 
adhesion to, 89. 
guarantee of, 54. 
penalty for violation of, 29, 35. 
ratification of, 148. 
to. be appliec1 to blockade, 173. 
'Violation of-
by Germany, 54, 55, 86, 87, 142, 159. 
by Portugal, 105. 
by Turkey, 169. 
Trentino, Italian demands in respect to, 166. 
Trieste, Italian demands in r·espect to, 166. 
Triple Alliance: 
defensive character of, 164, 203. 
Italian withdrawal from, 163, 168. 
policy of, 164. 
Roumanian adhesion to, 204. 
termination of, 163, 204. 
violation of by Austria-Hungary, 163. 
See also Austria-Hungary, .Germany, Italy. 
Triple Entente (see Entente, Fran(:e, Great Britain, Russian). 
Tripoli, 169. 
Troops (see Armed forces; Unneutral service). 
Tsing Tau: 
hostilities at. 51. 
raising of blockade of, 177. 
Tttba.ntia, Dutch \essel sunk by submarine, 61. 
Turco-Italian war (1911), referred to, 168. 
Turkey: 
acceptance of Italian ultimatum, 170. 
ally of Germany, 229. 
annihilation of, Entente war aim, 111. 
atrocities in Arabia, 18, 22. 
declarations of war, 219, 222. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17. 
dismissal of German military authorities demanded, 208. 
German officerR in warships, 220. 
Holy '\Yar proclaimed, 220. 
hoRtilitirs in Egypt, 221. 
neutrality declaration, 217. 
neutrality regulations, 217. 
purchase of war vessels from Germany, 2].9. 
292 Index. 
Turkey-Continued. 
recognition of, 17. 
rule of, in Arabia, 20, 22. 
threat of collective punishment of, 220. 
violation of promise to Italy, 171. 
violation of treaty, 169. 
See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking ot. 
Twenty-four hour rule (see Sojourn). 
Ubangi, hostilities in, 56. 
Ultimata: 
Austria-Hungary to Serbia ( 1914), 38, 165. 
reply of Serbia, 42. 
Germany-
to Belgium (1914), 86, 101. 
to France (1914), 103. 
to Russia (1914), 100. 
Great Britain to Germany (1914), 116. 
Italy to Turkey ( 1915), 170. 
Japan to Germany (1914), 175. 
Russia to Bulgaria (1915), 208. 
Ultimate destination (see Continuous voyage, Destination). 
Ultimatum: 
justification for-
mobilization of forces by adversary, 100. 
perpetual menace · to tranquility, 39. 
self-defense, 102. 
subordination to enemy, 209. 
United States: 
alien enemy not to attack policy of, 228. 
alien enemies, treatment of, 226. 
arming merchant vessels authorized, 225. 
declarations of war, 16, 177, 196, 225, 226, 230. 
declaration of war approved, 37, 65~ 162, 197, 251. 
defensive sea areas, 233, 237, 240, 241. 
desire for peace, 112. 
diploma tic officer in charge of~ 
Austrian interests in Belgium, 51. 
Austrian interests in France, 88. 
Austrian interests in Japan, 52. 
Belgian interests in Turkey, 59. 
German interests in Russia, 101. 
Italian interests in Turkey, 171. 
diplomatic relations, breaking of, 17, 22~, 224, 229. 
extent of jurisdiction, 229, 232. 
neutrality of Switzerland, recognized, 233. 
Panama Canal Zone, 241, 243. 
political principles of, 162, 197, 198, 224, 227, 231. 
requisition of enemy vessels, 246, 248. 
Shipping Board, 246. 247, 248. 
sojourn of submarines, note relating to, 98. 
Trading with the Enemy act, 225. 
vessels of, permitted in war zone on conditions. 111. 
See also Declarations of war; Diplomatic relations, breaking of. 
Unneutral service: 
assistance to the enemy, 203. 
carriage of dispatches, 151. 
carriage of .troops, 151. 
radio messages at sea, 27. 
See a.lso Dispatches, · Radiotelegraphy, Transmission of intelli-
gence. 
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Unneutral utterances, Denmark, law relating to, 84. 
Unseaworthiness (see Asylum). 
Uruguay: 
diploma tic relations, breaking of, 17, 250. 
neutrality regulations, modification of in war by American country, 
249. 
offer of ports to United States war vessels, 1!)8. 
political principles of, 249. 
Valona, Italian demands in reference to, 166. 
Venezelos, premier of Greece, 161. 
Venezuela: 
• attitude toward war, 251. 
neutrality of, 250. 
Vessels: 
allied, liability of. 151. 
armed (see Armed merchant vessels). 
auxiliary-
defined, 243. 
evidence of, 30, 31, 32, 86. 
treated as war vessel, 23. 
belligerent public-
assistance of, in neutral waters forbidden, 79. 
enlistment on, forbidden- to neutrals, 82. 
belligerent merchant, to declare destination, 29. 
Brazil, decree authorizing taking over of national, 63. 
capable of conversion (see also Conversion), 203. 
captured (see P1·ize). 
Denmark- -
notification relating to service on, 82. , 
law, false declaration of destination, 82, 85. 
law, registration of, 83. 
notifica tio.l;l, sale of, 84. 
disposal of (see Capture, Condemnation, Destruction, Detention, In-
ternment, Requisition, Sale). 
enemy merchant-
forbidden in Panama Canal, 245. 
neutral and national cargo on, 201. 
requisition of, 200, 246. 
to be destroyed in war zone, 107, 109. 
evidences of character, 137, 152. 
hospital, 185, 243. 
used in mine laying, 127. 
inte~ned (see also Internment), 30, 194. 
merchant-
Dominican Republic, decrees relating to clearance of, 85, 86. 
endangered in military area (see also War zone), 127. 
giving false destination punished, 82. 
in neutral waters, to furnish information on demand, 193. 
respect . for, in war zone, 225. 
right to resist visit and search (see Visit and search).-. 
taking over of, 63. 
to declare destination, 85, 86. 
8ec also l\Ierchant marine. 
national, merchant-
jurisdiction over, 146. 
requisition of, by neutral state, 64. 
neutral, merchant- . 
endangered in war zone, 107, 109, 111, 115. 
detention of, with goods of enemy character, 95. 
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Vessels-Continued . 
neutral , merchant--Continued. 
in enemy service, 219. 
:iiability of (see Blockade, Contraband , Enemy character, Tin-
neutral service). 
liability of, on voyage subsequent to offense, 140. 
See also Continuous voyage. 
restrictions on use of radiotelegraphy, 28, 34. 
treatment of enemy goods Qn, 203. 
sale of, to belligerent, 104. 
urged to touch at belligerent port, 121. 
neutral war, access to, forbidden, 189, 192. 
Norway, uotifica tion, surveillance of, 193. 
privateers, 186. 
registration of, in neutral country, forbidden, 83. 
scientific, religious, and philanthropic, 185. 
submarine (see Submarine vessels). 
torpedo boats, navigation in straits, 174. 
transfer of (see Transfer of fiag). 
transport, 243. 
violating neutrality, forbidden in neutral ports, 184. 
war-
carrying chief of state, 188. 
defined, 243. 
hydrographic work, 188. 
inspecting fisheries, 188. 
navigation in straits, 174. 
scientific work, 188. 
statement in reference to, required by neutral , 187. 
See also Asylum, Base of operations, Coaling, Internment, 
Navy, Sojourn, Territorial waters. 
Vienna, final act of congress of (1815), (see also Tr~aties), 216. 
Viken, Danish pilotage station, 81. 
Violation: 
of international law (see Intel national law). 
of neutra1ity (see Neutrality, Neutralization, Territorial waters). 
of treaties (see Treaties). · 
Virgin Islands, American, enemy vessels in, not to be requisitioned, 246, 248. 
Visit and S~arch : 
authorized by neutral, in its territorial waters, 193. 
forbidden in neutral waters, 21.8. 
required in commercial warfare, 223, 225. 
resistance to-
German prize regulations on, 153. 
right of, 153, 223. 
rules for offering by armed merchant vessel, 154. 
to cease of surrender of nTtacking vessel, 154. 
Vital interests, justify violation of international law, 109, 180. 
War: • 
attitude of neutral states on (Bee Neutral State-s, Neutrality procla-
mations). 
cooperation to prevent, 113. 
economic, after the war, 113. 
effect of on treaties, 72, 74, 75, 220. 
Holy (see Holy war). 
object of, to restore peace, 73. 
reluctance to declare, 73. 
threatening danger of, 103. 
time of commencement of, 225. 
See also~ Armed force, Declarations of war; Hostilities. 
War aims: 
of Bulgaria, 69. 
of Germany, 113. 
of Entente, 111, 114. 
Indew. 
War material (sec Arms and munitions). 
War of 1914: 
Austria-Hungary responsible for, 164. 
concern of neutrals in, 181. 
War ports, 184, 187. 
War zone, Germany : 
Arctic Ocean (1917), 115. 
based on retaliation, 109. 
contrary to international law, 94, 142, 198, 199. 
contrary to treaties, 142. 
days of grace in, 110, 111, 11;), 127. 
declarations of, 107, 110, 115. 
denounced, 137, 141. 
destruction of enemy merchant vessels in, authorized, 107. 
destruction of all merchant ve~sels in, authorized, 112, 223. 
destruction of neutral vessels in, 72. 
Eastern Mediterranean (1917), 110, 223. 
gives right of retaliation, 138. 
neutrals warned to avoid, 110. 
protection of vessels in} 225. 
referred to as blockade, 115. ' 
waters around-
Africa, West coast ( 191S), 115. 
Azores Islands (1917), 115. 
British Isles (1915, 1917), 107, 110, 223. 
Cape Verde Islands (1918), 115. 
Dakar (1918), 115. 
France (1917), 110, 223. 
Italy (1917), 110, 223. 
Madeira Islands (1917), 115. 
War zone, Great Britain: 
announcement ot military area, 126. 
denounced, 108. 
North sea (1914), 127. 
2U5 
See also Blockade; Commercial restrictions; Defensive sea areas ; 
Min€cl areas. 
Warfare, means of : 
expanding bullets, forbidden, 154. 
explosive bullets, forbidden, 154. 
See also, Blockade; Bombs; Hague conventions, . 1907, IV; Mines; 
Starvation; Submarine vessels; War zone. 
Warning, attacks without (see Submarine warfare, Aircraft). 
Wars (see Balkan war (1912-1913), Turco-Italian war (1911), War of 
1914). 
Waters, territorial (see Territorial waters). 
Wilson, Woodrow, President of the United States; 
addresses of referred to, 197, 198, 224. 
Executive orders by, 233, 240, 241, 246, 248. 
proclamations by, 227, 231, 243. 
regulations by, 237. 
Wireless telegraphy. (see Radiotelegraphy). 
Zamora British prize case, 156. 
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